THE GILLANDERS ADVANTAGE
Gillanders Construction Inc. was incorporated in 1956, to meet a market demand for construction
services. Gillanders broke new ground and refined its construction management skills specifically to commercial
interior projects. In the years to follow, the company’s’ innovation set and developed standards that still define
the industry to this day.
Gillanders’ ever growing clientele includes complex computer facilities, trading floors, multi-floor
tenancies and major structural modifications to existing buildings. The company specializes in quality interiors
for financial institutions, legal, auditing, consulting firms and major high profile corporations.
Gillanders’ 50+ years of success have been achieved by our ability to adapt to industry changes and
have allowed us to maintain our position as the industry leader.
We are definitely up to the challenge of the next 50 years.
The key to Gillanders longevity is its proven core values, which are unparalleled in the industry. The
objective is to build strong trusting and lasting relationships with all clients to obtain their business for projects
large or small.
Exceeding demands and expectations is the reason why Gillanders has developed repeat business with a
wide range of clientele. The company’s goal is to continue to expand its traditional methods of construction
management with new technology to meet today’s fast track demands.
Gillanders will represent your interests while acting as an extension of your organization. Our clients
can leverage Gillanders’ competitive advantages for the benefit of their project.
From service calls to multimillion dollar projects, Gillanders will deliver.
Our mission is to be recognized as the industry leader, delivering unparalleled project and construction
management services while ensuring quality, integrity, value and service.
Gillanders' goal is to consistently exceed our clients' expectations by developing positive relationships
and becoming the preferred service provider for future projects.
The success of our clients' projects is Gillanders' measure of our own success.

